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US, British and Canadian
troops have landed in
Normandy. After a brutal battle for control of the invasion
beaches, troops have begun to
push inland.

BUTCHER BIRDS
STRIKE BUILDUP

Sources inside SHAEF say
that while some units have not
achieved their D-Day objectives, progress is much better
Two Fw190s struck troop
than expected.
and supply convoys moving
off Sword Beach.
Thousands of ships swarm
back and forth across the
Eyewitnesses reported that
channel, depositing vital loads many vehicles were left
of fuel, ammunition and other inoperable by the strafing
supplies to keep the advance
run, which left several peomoving.
ple dead and many more
injured. Where were the
RAF?!

BOMBARDMENT SHIP IN PERIL!
“E-Boat threat still very
real” - Admiral Says
HMS Roberts was attacked by a
squadron of E-Boats this morning - a
threat that the RAF promised they
had neutralised with their wonderous
Tallboy bombs.
As the crew of the Roberts found out
to their cost, the Kriegsmarine is far
from out of the fight.
Thankfully, the crew of the Roberts
were able to see off the enemy torpedo boats with their complement of
anti-aircraft guns and small arms.
The question remains, how did these
E-Boats escape?

Nothing-Fancy Farmhouse Scramble

Mrs E Carlysle’s Recipe for Making Do
Ingredients:
• 8-oz Grated Vegetables
• 2 Eggs
• 1/2-oz Margarine
• Salt & Pepper

Join the Fight! Enlist Today...

Method:
*
Melt the Margarine in a saucepan
*
Add the vegetables and fry until
lightly cooked.
*
Beat up the eggs with the seasoning and then pour over the
fried vegetables until scrambled
*
Serve with potatoes or toast.

Around the Country
Young Singer Dazzles
Royals - Page 2

We’ve got Hitler on the ropes - the Allied invasion of Occupied Europe is in full swing. Everyone must do their part and take up arms
in service of FREEDOM!

Wiltshire Farmers Bootleg
Cider - Page 4

Do not Delay! Report to your local enlistment office today!

Corpse washes up on
Brighton Beach - Page 13

Unexploded Bomb blocks
London Traffic - Page 15

“It was a Bright,
Cold Day in April...”
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